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The chemically-sensitive field-effect transistor (CHEMFET) sensor is one of 
derivative of ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET) sensor which is sensitive to 
dedicated chemical species. ISFET sensor structure is improvement from metal oxide 
semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). One of the challenges that faced by 
CHEMFET sensor is the need to perform high selectivity on a variety of ions in mixed 
solution. The main purpose of this study is to improve the estimation of main ion in 
the presence of interfering ions of CHEMFET sensor signal, particularly potassium 
ion (K+) in interfering ammonium ions (NH4+) by implementing and exploring 
artificial neural network specifically supervised and unsupervised learning as post-
processing stage. In this study, the sensor voltage response was acquired to act as 
input data while sample concentrations which set from 10"6 to 10"1 mol/L was used as 
target for training data. The sensor voltage response used has been measured and also 
generated based on CHEMFET sensor modeling by using MATLAB software. Firstly, 
the backpropagation learning for feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) and 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) supervised neural network was designed in MATLAB 
software. The findings have shown that compared to RBF network, MLP neural 
network with 10 hidden neurons used in this study capable to perform for estimation 
of main ion concentration in mixed solution and also was verified as the optimum 
model. This is confirmed based on statistical analysis validation via regression 
analysis that shows with R-factor of 0.9011. Other than developing supervised 
learning, this study also was focusing on exploration of unsupervised learning mainly 
in blind source separation (BSS) algorithm to separate the interface signal. From 
simulation, the original sources of CHEMFET sensor are proven statistically 
independent which are be able to recover by ICA and the Fast Independent 
Component Analysis (FastICA) function achieves the separation of the main and 
interfering ion activities. A hardware implementation of optimized supervised neural 
network for CHEMFET sensor also was carried out in this study involved with 16-bit 
microcontroller board. By implementing neural network using 16-microcontroller 
board, the previous performance obtained by MLP network could be verified and 
compared with the performance that will attained by 16-microcontroller board. As the 
conclusion, the neural network proposed in this study is able to improve the selectivity 
of CHEMFET sensor in the presence of unintended ions. 
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